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Gao et al., PRD, 2023

State-of-art determination of collinear PDFs

NNPDF, EPJC, 2022

Experimental data 

based global analysis

Equal time

lattice calculation

Talk by Lucian Harland-Lang on Monday Talk by Huey-Wen Lin on Friday
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A new method for first principle calculation

Sign problem in Monte Carlo 
sampling of distribution and 
real time evolution

⟨𝒪⟩ =
∫ Dϕ(x)e−SE[ϕ]𝒪
∫ Dϕ(x)e−SE[ϕ]

quantum computing: each gate is the 
result of time evolution

U(t) |ψ⟩ = e−it(H0+H1+…) |ψ⟩
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✦ Operator definition of quark PDF

y− = (y0 − y3)/ 2

fq/p(x) = ∫
∞

−∞

dy−

2π
eixp+y−⟨p | ψ̄(0)

γ+

2
𝒲(0,y−)ψ(y−) |p⟩

Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer

σ ∼ fA ⊗ H ⊗ D

✦ PDFs are extremely challenge to simulate directly in Euclidean 
lattice calculation, due to multidimensional oscillating integral.

✦ QC can naturally simulate real-time dynamics.

✦ We are far from QCD Quantum Supremacy, start from a toy model  
for proof of concept study

Talk by Christian Bauer on Friday

{real time correlation function



✦ A toy model - 1+1D NJL (Gross, Neveu, 1974), no gauge field

ℒ = ψ̄(i∂/ − m)ψ + g(ψ̄ψ)2 (no gauge, 1+1) Gross, Neveu, 1974

f(x) = ∫ dz−e−ixMhz−⟨h | ψ̄(z−)γ+ψ(0) |h⟩ = ∫ dz−e−ixMhz−⟨h |eiHzψ̄(0, − z)e−iHzγ+ψ(0) |h⟩

16

A toy model 

Map the QFT on to a qubits+gates system 

Prepare the external state  

Evolution

|h⟩

Li, et al, PRD letter 22

QuNu Collaboration 

•  Map QFT to qubits+gates system


•  Prepare the external hadronic state 


•  Evaluate the real-time dynamical correlation function


•  Measurement of final observable


|h⟩

Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer

✦ Challenges in quantum computing
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✦ Quantum field to qubits+gates
• Discretization: staggered fermion, put different 

fermion components, flavors on different sites


     


•  Jordan-Wigner transformation


     


• Discretized PDF:   


    


ψ = (ψ1
ψ2) → ( ϕ2n

ϕ2n+1)

ϕn = ∏
i<n

Zi(X + iY)n

f(x) → ∑
i,j

∑
z

1
4π

e−ixMhz⟨h |eiHzϕ†
−2z+ie

−iHzϕj |h⟩

ℒ = ψ̄(i∂/ − m)ψ + g(ψ̄ψ)2

H = H1 + H2 + H3 + H4 H1 = ∑
n=even

1
4 [XnYn+1 − YnXn+1]

Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer
1+1D NJL Model

• Lagrangian: 

• Discretization: staggered fermion 

• Hamiltonian:

ℒ = ψ̄α(iγμ∂μ − mα)ψα + g(ψ̄αψα)2

ψα(x) = (
ψα,1(x)
ψα,2(x)) ≡ (

ϕα,2n

ϕα,2n+1)

H = ∑
α,n

[− i
2 ϕ†

α,nϕα,n+1 − h . c) + (−1)nmαϕ†
α,nϕα,n]

−g ∑
α,n=even

[ϕ†
α,nϕα,n + ϕ†

α,n+1ϕα,n+1 − 2ϕ†
α,nϕα,nϕ†

α,n+1ϕα,n+1]
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• Hadron states are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with certain     
quantum numbers.  


• Prepare the state by variational quantum eigensolver (VQE)


• VQE is a hybrid method involves both classical and quantum computers

✦ Hadron state preparation - VQE

2103.08505 + … 

Potential energy surfaces

show its power in quantum chemistry

Nature 549, 242 (2017)

Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer
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I. Construct a trial hadronic state , and a 
symmetry-preserving unitary operator 


II. The -th state with quantum number  



III. Optimization for hadronic state, minimize the 
cost function (PRL 113, 020505)




IV. ,  is the optimized 
parameter set

|ψlk⟩
U(θ)

k l
|ψlk(θ)⟩ = U(θ) |ψlk⟩

El(θ) =
k

∑
i=1

wli⟨ψli(θ) |H |ψli(θ)⟩

|h⟩ = U(θ*) |ψlk⟩ θ* Step II is carried out on quantum 
computer, all the others are computed 
on classical machine 

✦ Hadron state preparation - VQE
Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer

Li et al (QuNu), PRD (letter, 2022)
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• Construct : quantum alternating operator ansatz (QAOA)U(θ)

I. Divide the hamiltonian, each term inherits the 
symmetries of ， 


II.  consists  layers, each layer evolve  with 

time duration , 


III. Prepare the input reference states for QAOA
   




H H = H1 + H2 + H3 + H4

U(θ) p Hj

θij U(θ) ≡
p

∏
i=1

n

∏
j=1

exp(i θijHj)

|ψΩ,1⟩ = |010101…01⟩

|ψΩ,2⟩ =
1

N/2 ( |1001,…,01⟩ + |0110,…,01⟩

+… + |0101,…,10⟩)

✦ Hadron state preparation
Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer

“quark pair” excitation

Naive vacuum
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Smn(t) = ⟨h |eiHtΞ3
mσi

me−iHtΞ3
nσ

j
n |h⟩

Measure the ancillary qubit on  basis to get the  
real (imaginary) part of  

X (Y)
Smn(t)

PDFs can be written as a sum of such correlation functions

Pedernales et al, PRL. 113, 020505 (2014) 
✦ Evaluate the real-time dynamical correlation function

✦ Measure the observable with one auxiliary qubit

Simulate hadron partonic structure on quantum computer

Dynamical correlations function
• The measurement on the quantum computer is achieved by one auxiliary qubit 

and the controlled gates. [Phys. Rev. B 101, 014411] 

•  

•  

•  

• What we measure: , 

|α⟩a |0⟩b → 2
2 |α⟩a( |0⟩b + |1⟩b) → |ϕ⟩ ≡ 2

2 ( |α⟩a |0⟩b + Ô |α⟩a |1⟩b)

⟨ϕ | Ia ⊗ Xb |ϕ⟩ = 1
2 + Re(⟨α | Ô |α⟩)

⟨ϕ | Ia ⊗ Yb |ϕ⟩ = 1
2 − Im(⟨α | Ô |α⟩)

Smn(t) = ⟨h | Ômn(t) |h⟩ Ômn(t) = eiHtΞ3
mσi

me−iHtΞ3
nσ j

n

16
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Numerical results from quantum computing
✦ Measurement of hadron mass Mh = ⟨h |H |h⟩ − ⟨Ω |H |Ω⟩

• Considering the current limitations of using real quantum devices, 
the results are generated using a classical simulation of the 
quantum circuit


• Measure the mass of the lowest-lying -like hadron in NJL model 
with 2 flavors, QAOA has good accuracy


• For small quark mass, the dominant contribution comes from the 
interaction rather than the quark masses


• For , the quark masses are dominant

ud

ma = 0.8

ma = 0.2

N = 12 Higgs  
mechanism

QCD  
dynamics
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✦  quark PDF of the lowest-lying zero-charge hadron
Numerical results from quantum computing

ma = 0.8 N = 18 nf = 1

• The real part is consistent with 0
fq(x) = fq̄(x) = − fq(−x)

• quark PDF in position space

• The bound state behavior
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Numerical results from quantum computing
✦  quark PDF of the lowest-lying zero-charge hadron

• Good agreement between quantum 
computing and numerical 
diagonalization


• The non-vanishing contributions in 
the  are partly due to the finite 
volume effect


• We observe the expected peak 
around  and qualitative 
agreement with pion PDFs

x > 1

x = 0.5

Li et al (QuNu), PRD (letter, 2022)
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FIG. 2. Distribution of replicas for the pion valence quark (left), sea quark (middle), and gluon (⇥1/10) (right) PDFs versus
x at the scale µ0 for the NLO fixed order (red), and NLO+NLL cosine (green), expansion (blue), and double Mellin (gold)
analyses. The inset in the left panel magnifies the very large-x region. The central values of the sea quark and gluon posterior
samples are indicated by solid lines.

at high x than the other methods. Additionally, the cen-
tral values exhibit larger gluon distributions for the co-
sine and expansion methods compared to the NLO for
0.01 . x . 0.1, whereas the double Mellin resummation
favors a larger gluon at higher x.

To quantify the behavior of the valence PDF at large x,
we compute the e↵ective �v parameter reflecting the ex-
ponent of the (1 � x)�v term in Eq. (4), defined by [76]

�e↵
v (x, µ) =

@ log |qv(x, µ)|

@ log(1 � x)
. (5)

The results for the various resummation scenarios are
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of x at the input scale, µ0,
and compared with the ASV [33] analysis that fit the va-
lence PDF to DY data using the cosine method of thresh-
old resummation. In contrast to this work, ASV set hxiv

between 0.55 and 0.7 and fixed the sea quark and gluon
distributions from the earlier GRS analysis [36]. Con-
sistent with previous studies [37, 40, 43, 46], our NLO
analysis shows a linear fallo↵ of the valence PDF with
�e↵
v ⇡ 1 for x ! 1. Inclusion of threshold resummation

FIG. 3. E↵ective exponents �e↵
v for the various prescriptions

versus x at the scale µ0, compared with the ASV extrac-
tion [33]. The values �e↵

v = 1 and 2 are shown for reference.

results in a wide variety of �e↵
v values, with the cosine

and expansion methods yielding �e↵
v > 2, consistent with

ASV [33], and as large as ⇡ 2.6. However, with the dou-
ble Mellin method the e↵ective exponent is much closer
to the NLO case, with �e↵

v ⇡ 1.2 as x ! 1. This suggests
that with currently available data and theoretical meth-
ods, we cannot distinguish between �e↵

v ⇠ 1 and ⇠ 2
asymptotic behaviors.
Momentum fractions and pion mass decomposition —

A consequence of applying the NLL corrections to the DY
cross section is that the large-x momentum of the valence
quarks is redistributed to gluons at small x. The values of
the total momentum fractions hxii ⌘

R 1
0 dxxfi(x) for the

di↵erent flavors are shown in Table I. Interestingly, while
the shapes of the PDFs for the various resummed fits
di↵er, the momentum fractions are rather stable, with
⇡ 5%–6% of the momentum moving from the valence
quark to the gluon sectors.
This has important implications for the decomposition

of the pion mass into the quark and gluon energy and mo-
mentum, and trace anomaly contributions [77]. In par-
ticular, the gluon contribution to the mass is given by 3/4
of its momentum fraction, which amounts to 40(6) MeV,
or ⇡ 30% of the pion mass. This represents an increase
of ⇡ 14% on the gluonic fraction of the mass from the
NLO analysis without resummation.
Outlook — In the future, theoretical improvements will

extend the treatment of resummation to NNLO correc-
tions, allowing the analysis to be generalized to the gg
and qq0 channels and resummation e↵ects on sea quark
and gluon PDFs. Concurrently, planned high luminos-

TABLE I. Total momentum fractions of the valence quark,
sea quark, and gluon distributions at the input scale µ = µ0

for various resummation prescriptions.

resummation method hxiv hxis hxig
NLO 0.53(2) 0.14(4) 0.34(6)
NLO+NLL cosine 0.47(2) 0.14(5) 0.39(6)
NLO+NLL expansion 0.46(2) 0.16(5) 0.38(6)
NLO+NLL double Mellin 0.46(3) 0.15(7) 0.40(5)

JAM Collaboration, PRL, 2021
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✦ LCDA - light cone distribution amplitude, describes the probability amplitude 
to find a pair of valence  inside a mesonqq̄

F(Q2) = fπ ∫
1

0
dx TH(x, Q2; μ)ϕπ(x; μ) + 𝒪(Λ2

QCD/Q2)

✦ LCDA is an essential ingredient in exclusive high-energy QCD processes, e.g. 
form factor in the process γ*γ → π0

✦ The current knowledge on LCDA is limited, mainly on models and lattice 
calculations

✦ First try using quantum computing 

ϕ(x) =
1
f ∫ dze−i(x−1)n⋅Pz⟨Ω | ψ̄(zn)γ+ψ(0) |h(P)⟩

Quantum computing for LCDA
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LCDA on quantum computer
✦ Quantum circuit Li et al (QuNu), SCPMA (2023)Quantum Circuit for LCDA

22
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LCDA on quantum computer
✦ Numerical results

• peak gets narrower with decreasing coupling constant or increasing 
hadron mass


• Converges to asymptotic result in weak coupling limit
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Summary and outlook
• First attempt for direct computing of “PDFs” 

1. Use NJL model as a proof of concept study  

2. parton distribution function and light cone distribution amplitude

• The field is still at early age of development, many more 
need to be done

1. gauge field encoding

2. Extend to higher dimensions for TMDs and spin dependent processes 

3. quantum noise
Thanks for your attention!


